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(57) A registration device registers, in an encrypted
file, records in which at a least key item among a plurality
of items that is a key during a retrieval is encrypted. At
this time, the registration device generates encrypted
data of entire key items by encrypting the data of key

items in character units and then combining. The retriev-
al device executes a complete-match and partial match
retrieval from the encrypted file using an encrypted re-
trieval key in which a retrieval key that has been given
as a retrieval condition has been encrypted in character
units and then combined.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an encrypted
file system for encrypting and storing data and to a meth-
od of retrieving an encrypted file.
[0002] With the popularization of the Internet, a mul-
titude of various types of information are provided on the
Internet. However, for those entities that offer informa-
tion, there is the security risk that information that should
not be offered, such as personal information or company
information, will be leaked onto the Internet or stolen.
Techniques exist for encrypting database files as a safe-
guard against leaks or theft. Nevertheless, the informa-
tion of a database file must still be provided to members
within a company who need it, and techniques are nec-
essary for retrieving encrypted files.
[0003] The most basic retrieval method for an en-
crypted file is to decrypt all of the contents of the en-
crypted file, store the decrypted contents in another da-
tabase file of the same structure, and then retrieve data
from this file. This method will be referred to hereinbelow
as the first method of the prior art.
[0004] Another method of retrieval of an encrypted file
is described in Japanese Patent Laid-open No.
11001/2000. In this prior-art method, an encrypted file
is retrieved by encrypting a retrieval keyword that has
been inputted as normal text. In more concrete terms,
a plurality of files that have been encrypted beforehand
are decrypted, sets of keywords contained in each file
and file names in which the keywords were contained
are extracted, and an index is generated in which the
keywords in each set are encrypted. For example, if the
keyword "Suzuki Ichiro" is contained in a particular file
A, a set is generated containing the encrypted data of
"Suzuki Ichiro" and the name of file A. The encrypted
data are generally random data strings, and because
this notation can be complex, an alphabet character
string will be used in this specification for the sake of
convenience. Here, the result of encrypting "Suzuki Ichi-
ro" will be assumed to be "zdsiukiio." Next, if "Suzuki
Ichiro" is entered as input from the user as the retrieval
keyword, this is encrypted to generate the encrypted re-
trieval keyword "zdsiukiio," this is collated with the en-
crypted keywords in the index, and the name "file A" is
extracted. This method is referred to hereinbelow as the
second method of the prior art.
[0005] The first method of the prior art entails some
security risks because the database contains decrypted
data. On the other hand, although the second method
of the prior art ensures confidentiality of data in the files
because retrieval is performed with data in an encrypted
state, there is the problem that a partial-match search
cannot be performed. This problem arises because data
resulting from encrypting an entire character string of a
particular length do not contain the data resulting from
encrypting a portion of the character string. When re-
trieving information regarding an individual, for exam-
ple, the full name that specifies the individual may in

some cases be used as the retrieval keyword, but in oth-
er cases, the individual's family name alone may also
be used as the retrieval keyword. In such a case, when
the key item of the encrypted file is the full name in the
prior-art method, the entire "full name" is encrypted as
a unit and registered. When a particular retrieval key is
applied as input, retrieval is performed with an encrypt-
ed retrieval key in which the entire retrieval key is en-
crypted as a whole. However, this type of partial-match
retrieval cannot be implemented because, for example,
the result "zdsiukiio" of encrypting the full name "Suzuki
Ichiro" as one unit as in the previously described exam-
ple does not contain the data resulting from encrypting
only the family name "Suzuki."
[0006] The present invention was achieved for the
purpose of solving the above-described problems of the
prior art, and has as its object the provision of an en-
crypted file system and encrypted file retrieval method
in which a partial-match search can be performed with
data in an encrypted state.
[0007] The encrypted file system of the present inven-
tion is provided with: a file for storing records in which
at least a key item among a plurality of items that is the
key during retrieval is encrypted and in which the en-
cryption of key items is realized by encrypting the data
of the key items in character units and then combining;
and a retrieval device for performing retrieval from the
file using an encrypted retrieval key in which a retrieval
key that is provided as the retrieval conditions has been
encrypted in character units and then combined.
[0008] In addition, the above-described retrieval de-
vice includes: a resolving means for resolving a retrieval
key into character units; an encryption means for gen-
erating an encrypted retrieval key by encrypting each of
the individual character units that have been resolved
and obtained and then combining; a retrieval means for
retrieving from the file those records having a key item
that completely matches or partially matches the en-
crypted retrieval key; and a decryption means for de-
crypting records that have been retrieved from the file
and outputting as the retrieval results.
[0009] The encrypted file system of the present inven-
tion further includes a registration device that registers
in the file those records in which at least a key item
among a plurality of items that is the key in a retrieval is
encrypted, and that performs encryption of key items by
encrypting data of the key items in character units and
then combining. In addition, this registration device in-
cludes: a resolving means for resolving the data of key
items of records that are to be registered into character
units, and encryption means for encrypting entire key
items by encrypting each individual character unit ob-
tained by resolution and then combining.
[0010] The encrypted file retrieval method of the
present invention includes steps of: (a) registering, in a
file, records in which at least a key item among a plurality
of items that is a key in a retrieval is encrypted, wherein
encryption of key items is realized by encrypting the data
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of key items in character units and then combining; and
(b) performing retrieval from the file using an encrypted
retrieval key in which a retrieval key that is given as the
retrieval condition has been encrypted in character units
and then combined.
[0011] The above-described Step (b) further includes
steps of: resolving a retrieval key into character units;
generating an encrypted retrieval key by encrypting
each of the character units that has been obtained by
resolving and then combining; a step for retrieving from
the file those records having key items that completely
match or partially match the encrypted retrieval key; and
a step for decrypting the records that have been re-
trieved from the file and outputting as the result of re-
trieval.
[0012] The above-described Step (a) further includes
steps of: resolving data of key items of records that are
to be registered into character units; and encrypting the
entire key items by individually encrypting each of the
character units obtained by resolving and then combin-
ing.
[0013] In the present invention, the registration of an
encrypted record in a file is implemented by encrypting
the data of key items in character units and then com-
bining. When retrieving, files are retrieved using an en-
crypted retrieval key in which the retrieval key has been
encrypted in character units and then combined.
[0014] The above and other objects, features, and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become apparent
from the following description based on the accompa-
nying drawings which illustrate examples of preferred
embodiments of the present invention.
[0015] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an example
of the encrypted file system of the present invention.
[0016] Fig. 2 shows an example of the content of an
encrypted file in an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0017] Fig. 3 shows an example of the registration
screen of the registration device in an embodiment of
the present invention.
[0018] Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing an example of
the processing of the registration device in an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0019] Fig. 5 is an explanatory figure of the method of
resolving a key item into character units in an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0020] Fig. 6 is an explanatory figure of the method of
encrypting a key item that has been resolved into char-
acter units in an embodiment of the present invention.
[0021] Fig. 7 shows an example of the retrieval screen
of the retrieval device in an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0022] Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing an example of
the processing of a retrieval device in an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0023] Fig. 9 is an explanatory figure of the method
for resolving a retrieval key into character units and then
encrypting in an embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] Fig. 10 gives a schematic representation of the
state when carrying out retrieval processing by the re-
trieval device in an embodiment of the present invention.
[0025] Fig. 11 is an explanatory figure of the prior art
for retrieving from a file in which key items are registered
without encryption.
[0026] Fig. 12 is an explanatory figure of the prior art
for retrieval, by means of an encrypted retrieval key in
which the entire retrieval key has been encrypted as a
unit, from an encrypted file in which entire key items are
encrypted as a unit and registered.
[0027] Referring now to the accompanying figures,
embodiments of the present invention are described in
detail.
[0028] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an example
of an encrypted file system of the present invention, the
system being constituted by: registration device 1, en-
crypted file 2, retrieval device 3, registration terminal 4,
and retrieval terminal 5.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 2, encrypted file 2 is consti-
tuted by a set of records R1-Rn each having a plurality
of items C0-Cm. Each of records R1-Rn corresponds to,
for example, a specific individual, and holds information
about that individual. For example, item C1 indicates the
individual's full name (in Chinese characters), item C2
indicates the full name (using the katakana syllabary),
and item Cm indicates the individual's annual income.
Other items store various data such as the individual's
work position or department. In addition, the record
number of item C0 is a record identifier for uniquely iden-
tifying the record. In each of records R1-Rn, at least
those key items that are the keys in a retrieval are en-
crypted. For the sake of simplifying the explanation, it is
here assumed that item C1 and item C2 are the key
items, and that only item Cm of items other than the key
items is encrypted. In other words, of items C0-Cm, only
items C1, C2 and Cm are encrypted, and the remaining
items C3-Cm-1 are not encrypted.
[0030] Registration device 1 is a device for registering
records in encrypted file 2. Rather than encrypting key
items C1 and C2 of a record that is to be registered by
encrypting all of the data of key items C1 and C2 as a
single unit, registration device 1 encrypts the data of key
items C1 and C2 in character units and then combines
the encrypted data.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 1, registration device 1 is
made up by: input unit 11 for receiving as input from the
outside records that are to be registered; resolving unit
12 for resolving into character units the data of key items
C1 and C2 in a record that has been received; encryp-
tion unit 13 for encrypting those items C1, C2, and Cm
of a received record that are to be encrypted; and reg-
istration unit 14 for registering an encrypted record in
encrypted file 2. If the items that are to be encrypted are
key items C1 and C2, encryption unit 13 generates en-
crypted data for the entire key items C1 and C2 by en-
crypting each individual character unit that has been re-
solved by resolving unit 12 and then combining the re-
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sult. In the case of items that are to be encrypted other
than the key items, such as item Cm, the item Cm is
encrypted as a unit. Any encryption method may be
adopted for encrypting, and any key such as a public
key or common key may be used as the encryption key.
In this embodiment, the encryption key is assumed to
be established beforehand in registration device 1.
[0032] Registration device 1 can be constituted by the
central processing unit and main memory that constitute
the computer of a personal computer or workstation
server, and a control program. In this case, the control
program: is stored on a mechanically readable record-
ing medium 6 such as a CD-ROM, semiconductor mem-
ory, or magnetic disk; is read to the computer when, for
example, starting up the computer that constitutes reg-
istration device 1; and realizes in the computer: input
unit 11, resolving unit 12, encryption unit 13, and regis-
tration unit 14 by controlling the operation of the com-
puter.
[0033] Registration terminal 4 is a device that is used
by the user when creating in ordinary text a record that
is to be registered in encrypted file 2 and submitting a
request to registration device 1 for registration of the
record; and is provided with display device 41 and input
device 42. The user edits the content of the record on
the screen of display device 41 and submits a request
to registration device 1 for registration of the record by
means of instructions from input device 42.
[0034] Retrieval terminal 5 is a device that is em-
ployed by the user when retrieving from encrypted file
2, and is provided with display device 51 and input de-
vice 52. The user edits a retrieval condition such as a
character string that is to become the retrieval key on
the screen of display device 51 and, by means of in-
structions from input device 52, submits to retrieval de-
vice 3 a request for retrieval based on the retrieval con-
dition.
[0035] Retrieval device 3 is a device for retrieving
from encrypted file 2 those records that agree with the
retrieval condition submitted from the user and present-
ing the records to the user. Retrieval device 3 searches
encrypted file 2 using the encrypted retrieval key in
which the retrieval key that was submitted by the user
has been encrypted. In this case, an encrypted retrieval
key is used in which the retrieval key has been encrypt-
ed in character units and then combined, rather than us-
ing an encrypted retrieval key in which the entire retriev-
al key is encrypted as a single unit.
[0036] As shown in Fig. 1, retrieval device 3 is made
up by: input/output unit 31 for exchanging data with re-
trieval terminal 5; resolving unit 32 for resolving into
character units the retrieval keys in retrieval conditions
that have been entered as input by way of input/output
unit 31; encryption unit 33 for generating encrypted re-
trieval keys by independently encrypting each of the
character units that have been resolved by resolving unit
32 and then combining the results; retrieval unit 34 for
using the encrypted retrieval key that has been gener-

ated by encryption unit 33 to retrieve records that satisfy
the retrieval conditions from encrypted file 2; and de-
cryption unit 35 for decrypting records that have been
retrieved by retrieval unit 34 and presenting these de-
crypted records to the user. In this case, encryption unit
33 uses the same encryption method as was used by
registration device 1 when encrypting the key items. It
is further assumed that the encryption keys that are nec-
essary for this encryption are set in advance in retrieval
device 3. It is similarly assumed that the decryption key
that is necessary in decryption unit 35 is also set before-
hand in retrieval device 3.
[0037] Retrieval device 3 may be constituted by the
central processing unit and main memory that constitute
a computer such as a personal computer or a worksta-
tion server, and a control program. In this case, the con-
trol program: is stored on mechanically readable record-
ing medium 7 such as a CD-ROM, a semiconductor
memory, or a magnetic disk; is read into the computer
when, for example, starting up the computer that con-
stitutes retrieval device 3; and realizes in the computer:
input/output unit 31, resolving unit 32, encryption unit
33, retrieval unit 34 and decryption unit 35 on that com-
puter by controlling the operations of the computer.
[0038] Next, regarding the operations of the encrypt-
ed file system of the present embodiment, operation
when registering a record to encrypted file 2 is first de-
scribed.
[0039] The registrant first operates registration termi-
nal 4 to edit on the screen of display device 41 the con-
tent of the record that is to be registered to encrypted
file 2. Fig. 3 shows an example of registration screen
411 that is displayed on display device 41. In registration
screen 411, input fields from 411-1 to 411-m are fields
for entering the content of item C1, item C2, ..., item Cm
of the record that is to be registered. The user proceeds
by entering data from input device 42 into each of input
fields from 411-1 to 411-m. In the example shown in the
figure, "Suzu-ki Ichi-rou" composed of four Chinese
characters is entered into input field 411-1 of item C1,
"Su-zu-ki I-chi-ro-u" composed of seven katakana char-
acters is entered into input field 411-2 of item C2, and a
seven-digit numerical value in decimal notation is en-
tered into input field 411-m of item Cm. Although omitted
in the figure, data are also entered into the input fields
corresponding to from item C3 to item Cm-1. Registra-
tion button 412 is a button for instructing registration of
records for which editing has been completed to regis-
tration device 1. When registration is instructed by
means of this registration button 412, registration device
1 begins the processing shown in Fig. 4.
[0040] Input unit 11 of registration device 1 first re-
ceives data that have been set in input fields from 411-1
to 411-m on registration screen 411 of registration ter-
minal 4 as the values of items from C1 to Cm of the
record that is to be registered (S1). Resolving unit 12
next resolves this data into character units for each of
items C1 and C2 that are key items (S2). This resolving
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process is not performed for the data of items other than
the key items.
[0041] Fig. 5(a) shows the results of resolving into
character units the data "Suzu-ki Ichi-rou" of item C1
and the data "Su-zu-ki I-chi-ro-u" of item C2. The data
of the key items has thus been resolved into the one-
character units shown in registration screen 411. Al-
though Japanese is used in this example, the case is
equivalent when another language is used. For exam-
ple, "Henry" in English is resolved into one-character
units of the alphabet as shown in Fig. 5(b). In addition,
special characters such as the umlaut in German are
also extracted as single character units as shown in Fig.
5(c).
[0042] Encryption unit 13 next encrypts each of items
C1, C2, and Cm that are to be encrypted among items
from C1 to Cm of the record that is to be registered (S3).
At this time, the whole of the encrypted data for key
items C1 and C2 is generated by performing encryption
independently for each of the resolved character units
and then combining the encrypted data in the same or-
der as the arrangement of the original character units.
[0043] The data of items other than the key items is
encrypted together as a unit.
[0044] Fig. 6 shows the state of encryption of key
items taking as an example "Su-zu-ki I-chi-ro-u," which
has been resolved into character units. As shown in Fig.
6(a), each character unit is first encrypted independently
to generate the encrypted data B, r, g, e, a, ¥, 4 of each
character unit.
[0045] Next, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the encrypted data
are combined to generate the encrypted data "Brgea¥4"
for all of "Su-zu-ki I-chi-ro-u." Each encrypted bit of data
B, r, g, e, a,¥, 4 is the encrypted data of one unit and is
a random data string. The data length depends on the
encryption method and can be of either variable or fixed
length. A prescribed bit string that indicates the begin-
ning of encrypted data is placed at the leading portion
of a single unit of encrypted data, and a prescribed bit
string indicating the end of the encrypted data is placed
at the final portion.
[0046] Registration unit 14 next attaches the record
number of item C0, which is unique in encrypted file 2,
to the record that is the object of registration, this record
being in a state such that items C1, C2 and Cm that are
to be encrypted have been encrypted by means of en-
cryption unit 13 while the remaining items from C3 to
Cm-1 are in an unencrypted state, and then registers
the record in encrypted file 2 (S4). Operations when re-
trieving from encrypted file 2 are next described. The
person performing the retrieval first operates retrieval
terminal 5 to enter the retrieval conditions. Fig. 7 shows
an example of retrieval screen 511 that is displayed on
display device 51. This retrieval screen 511 is an exam-
ple of a retrieval screen for designating in the retrieval
key of item C2 the full name, the family name alone, or
the personal name alone in katakana and requesting a
complete-match retrieval or partial-match retrieval, and

is provided with input field 512 for the family name, input
field 513 for the personal name, and retrieve button 514.
The person performing the retrieval uses input device
52 to enter into input fields 512 and 513 any data that
are to be the retrieval key in the form of katakana. In the
example shown in the figure, "Su-zu-ki" is entered into
the family name input field 512 and the personal name
input field 513 is left empty. This is for a case in which
the person conducting the retrieval requests a partial-
match retrieval. Of course, data may also be entered in
the personal name input field 513, this case being equiv-
alent to requesting a complete-match retrieval. Alterna-
tively, a partial-match retrieval in which data are set only
in personal name input field 513 is also possible. After
setting the retrieval key, the person conducting the re-
trieval instructs the retrieval by means of retrieve button
514, whereupon retrieval device 3 begins the process-
ing shown in Fig. 8.
[0047] Input/output unit 31 of retrieval device 3 first
receives retrieval conditions such as retrieval keys from
retrieval screen 511 of display device 51 of retrieval ter-
minal 5 (S11). In the retrieval according to retrieval
screen 511 of Fig. 7, "Su-zu-ki" of family name input field
512 that has been set as the retrieval key of item C2 and
the value "blank" of the personal name input field 513
are received as the retrieval conditions. Resolving unit
32 next resolves the received retrieval keys into char-
acter units (S12). Here, as with resolving unit 12 of reg-
istration device 1, the received retrieval keys are re-
solved into units of single characters shown in retrieval
screen 511. "Su-zu-ki" is accordingly resolved into "su,"
"zu," and "ki."
[0048] Encryption unit 33 next generates an encrypt-
ed retrieval key by independently encrypting each of the
character units that have been resolved by resolving unit
32 and then combining the encrypted data in the same
order as the original character units. Fig. 9 shows the
generation of the encrypted retrieval key taking as an
example "Su-zu-ki" that has been resolved into charac-
ter units. As shown in Fig. 9(a), each character unit is
first encrypted independently to generate the encrypted
data for each character unit: B, r, and g. Next, as shown
in Fig. 9(b), the encrypted data are combined to gener-
ate the encrypted retrieval key "Brg" that corresponds
to "Su-zu-ki" (S13).
[0049] Retrieval unit 34 next receives the encrypted
retrieval key that has been generated by encryption unit
33, and analyzes the retrieval conditions, these condi-
tions being that the retrieval key is "Brg," the item that
is to be retrieved is C2, and that the retrieval is a partial-
match retrieval (S14). Retrieval unit 34 then performs
the required retrieval from encrypted file 2 (S15). In oth-
er words, in the case of the above-described example,
retrieval unit 34 retrieves records that contain the en-
crypted retrieval key "Brg" in item C2 from within each
record of encrypted file 2. If retrieval unit 34 succeeds
in retrieving at least one record from encrypted file 2
("YES" in S16), it passes the acquired record or records
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to decryption unit 35.
[0050] Decryption unit 35 decrypts the encrypted
items C1, C2, and Cm in the transferred record or
records (S17). Regarding the decryption of key items
C1 and C2 at this time, decryption unit 35 decrypts the
encrypted data in character units and then combines the
decrypted data to generate the whole key items. As for
encrypted item Cm that is distinct from key items C1 and
C2, the entire item is decrypted as a unit. Decryption
unit 35 outputs the decrypted records as the retrieval
result to display device 51 by way of input/output unit 31
(S18).
[0051] If, on the other hand, retrieval unit 34 fails to
retrieve records ("NO" in S16), the retrieval result that
records do not exist is outputted by way of input/output
unit 31 to display device 51 (S18).
[0052] Fig. 10 presents a schematic representation of
the retrieval process in retrieval device 3. For the sake
of comparison, Fig. 11 shows the prior-art method in
which retrieval is performed from a file in which key
items are stored without being encrypted, and Fig. 12
shows the prior-art method in which retrieval is per-
formed from an encrypted file in which each key item is
encrypted as an entire unit and stored, the retrieval be-
ing performed using an encrypted retrieval key in which
the entire retrieval key has been encrypted as a unit.
[0053] In Fig. 11, retrieval is performed from a file that
has not been encrypted with "Su-zu-ki" as the retrieval
key. Although a partial-match retrieval is possible, this
method entails the problem of security risks because the
file is not encrypted. In Fig. 12, retrieval is performed
from an encrypted file using the data "3f4" that is the
result of encrypting all of "Su-zu-ki" as a unit. In this
case, a partial-match retrieval cannot be performed be-
cause the key items of the encrypted file have been en-
crypted as entire units.
[0054] In contrast to these examples, retrieval from
the encrypted file in the present embodiment is realized
as shown in Fig. 10 with "Brg," this "Brg" being obtained
by: resolving "Su-zu-ki" into "Su," "zu," and "ki"; individ-
ually encrypting these elements; and then combining
the encrypted elements. A partial-match retrieval is pos-
sible in this case because the key items of the encrypted
file are similarly encrypted data that have been encrypt-
ed in character units and then combined.
[0055] Although an embodiment of the present inven-
tion has been described hereinabove, the present in-
vention is not limited to the above-described embodi-
ment and allows various other additions or modifica-
tions. For example, although a case was described in
the above-described embodiment in which the keys that
are required for encryption and decryption were set be-
forehand in the encrypted file system itself, a constitu-
tion is also possible in which keys are held and managed
outside the encrypted file system and then used in the
encrypted file system when necessary, or in which a us-
er that registers records or a user that retrieves records
enters the key as input to the system.

[0056] In addition, although records that are regis-
tered in encrypted file 2 were successively entered as
input from registration terminal 4 that is operated by the
person performing registration, records that are to be
registered may be stored in a storage device such as a
magnetic disk device, and registration device 1 may
then read these stored records and perform the regis-
tration process. According to the present invention as
described in the foregoing explanation, data of key items
are encrypted in character units, combined, and then
registered in a file. When retrieving, retrieval from the
file is performed using an encrypted retrieval key where-
in a retrieval key has been encrypted in character units
and then combined. This constitution enables a partial-
match retrieval in the encrypted state, thereby enabling
the performance of a partial-match retrieval while main-
taining security of a file.

Claims

1. An encrypted file system, comprising:

a file for storing records wherein at least a key
item among a plurality of items that is a key dur-
ing retrieval is encrypted, and wherein an en-
cryption of key items is realized by encrypting
data of the key items in character units and then
combining; and
a retrieval device for performing retrieval from
said file using an encrypted retrieval key where-
in a retrieval key that is provided as a retrieval
condition has been encrypted in character units
and then combined.

2. An encrypted file system according to claim 1,
wherein said retrieval device is constituted by:

a resolving means for resolving a retrieval key
into character units; and
an encryption means for generating an encrypt-
ed retrieval key by encrypting each of the indi-
vidual character units that have been obtained
by resolving and then combining.

3. An encrypted file system according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein said retrieval device comprises a retrieval
means for retrieving from said file those records
having a key item that completely matches or par-
tially matches an encrypted retrieval key.

4. An encrypted file system according to claim 3,
wherein said retrieval device includes a decryption
means for decrypting records that have been re-
trieved from said file and outputting as retrieval re-
sults.

5. A system according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, said en-
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crypted file system including a registration device
that registers, in said file, records in which at least
a key item among a plurality of items that is a key
in a retrieval is encrypted, and that performs encryp-
tion of key items by encrypting data of the key items
in character units and then combining.

6. An encrypted file system according to claim 5,
wherein said registration device comprises:

resolving means for resolving into character
units data of key items of records that are to be
registered, and encryption means for encrypt-
ing entire key items by encrypting each individ-
ual character unit obtained by resolving and
then combining.

7. An encrypted file retrieval method, comprising the
steps of:

(a) performing encryption of key items by en-
crypting data of the key items in character units
and then combining, this step being a step for
registering, in a file, records in which at least a
key item among a plurality of items that is a key
in a retrieval is encrypted; and
(b) performing retrieval from said file using an
encrypted retrieval key in which a retrieval key
that is given as a retrieval condition has been
encrypted in character units and then com-
bined.

8. An encrypted file retrieval method according to
claim 7, wherein said Step (b) further comprises the
steps of:

resolving a retrieval key into character units;
and
generating an encrypted retrieval key by en-
crypting each of the individual character units
that have been obtained by resolving and then
combining.

9. A method according to claim 7 or 8,
wherein said Step (b) includes the step of:

retrieving from said file those records having a
key item that completely matches or partially
matches the encrypted retrieval key.

10. An encrypted file retrieval method according to
claim 9 wherein said Step (b) includes the step of:

decrypting records that have been retrieved
from said file and outputting as retrieval results.

11. A method according to claim 7, 8, 9 or 10,
wherein said Step (a) includes the steps of:

resolving into character units data of key items
of records that are to be registered; and
encrypting entire key items by individually en-
crypting each of individual character units that
have been obtained by resolving and then com-
bining.

12. A recording medium that can be read by a computer
in which is recorded a program for causing a com-
puter to function as:

a registration device that is a means for regis-
tering, in a file, records in which at least a key
item among a plurality of items that is a key in
a retrieval is encrypted, and for performing en-
cryption of key items by encrypting data of the
key items in character units and then combin-
ing; and
a retrieval device for performing retrieval from
said file using'an encrypted retrieval key where-
in a retrieval key that is provided as a retrieval
condition has been encrypted in character units
and then combined.

13. A recording medium that can be read by a computer
according to claim 12, wherein said retrieval device
includes:

a resolving means for resolving a retrieval key
into character units; and
an encryption means for generating an encrypt-
ed retrieval key by encrypting each of the indi-
vidual character units that have been obtained
by resolving and then combining.

14. A recording medium according to claim 12 or 13,
wherein said retrieval device includes a retrieval
means for retrieving from said file those records
having a key item that completely matches or par-
tially matches an encrypted retrieval key.

15. A recording medium according to claim 14, wherein
said retrieval device includes a decryption means
for decrypting records that have been retrieved from
said file and outputting as retrieval results

16. A recording medium according to claim 15, wherein
said registration device comprises:

resolving means for resolving into character
units data of key items of records that are to be
registered, and encryption means for encrypt-
ing entire key items by encrypting each individ-
ual character unit that has been obtained by re-
solving and then combining.
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